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Though the two are very similar, there are some basic differences. The application of acceptance sampling
allows industries to minimize product destruction during inspection and testing and to increase inspection
quality and effectiveness. The world economy has undergone rapid changes during the past two decades with
the advent of global competition to an extent that almost every company large or small is touched by it in
some ways. Mature and well established craft beer markets play host to craft breweries that have stood the test
of time and risen to a level of quality production that we wish to emulate. We all have a responsibility to
ourselves, our customers and our peers to ensure that Alberta beer quality is just as high as you would find in
Denver, Portland, Vancouver or Vermont. Japan is the best example. Since, there are a lot of competitions in
the brewery industries here in Nigeria and in order to stay in the struggle, they have no other option other than
to adopt and implement quality control measures in all the activities of their industries which will also give
rise to the amount of profits they make. From an institutional point of view, quality control can cover not just
products, services and processes, but also people. The Quality Management in Craft Breweries has therefore
the goal of optimizing the performance of processes, brewing beers consistently and preventing alterations and
contaminations in order to achieve the desired requirements in beer. Most of tools and techniques to control
quality are statistical techniques. It is therefore, a common knowledge that in the manufacturing sector, quality
is everything essentially, it is the product. Part of this process is learning how other breweries approach QM
and evaluating our processes against those of existing breweries that we admire. Adsit, D. We are interested in
knowing what you think of Quality Management in Alberta breweries. Unfortunately, there is no simple
answer because quality is relative. This training instilled pride in workers for quality of a product. Products
like this will help push the entire Alberta beer industry forward and elevate the expectations of consumers.
When the concept of specialization was introduced during the industrial revolution, workers found that they no
longer made their entire product only a portion and this change brought about decline in workmanship because
most products manufactured during the period were not complicated. Essentially, quality control involves the
examination of a product, service or process for certain minimum levels of quality. Because Japan has been
practicing quality management since s, they are the leader in producing quality products in a number of
industries and are still the role for American companies to emulate. The Mean Control Chart: â€” â€” â€” â€”
â€” â€” â€” 45 4. Quality assurance is all those planned and systematic activities implement to provide
adequate confidence that an entity will fulfill requirements for quality. They may also involve a statistical
analysis of data produced by the sampling particularly in line production , benchmarking, continuous
improvement CI and supplier partnering. Quality Management programs cover everything from what
ingredients are purchased to how a beer is brewed, fermented, stored, and served. By contrast quality
assurance is designed to make sure processes are sufficient to meet objectives. Quality control is those
activities and techniques used to achieve and maintain a high standard of quality in a transformation process. It
is formed for the purpose of ensuring that products and services conform to certain specified standard. This
research work is carried with main aim of evaluating quality control measures on productivity in Benue
Brewery Limited bbl.


